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Letter From the Chair & Challenge Walks

Letter from the Chair
April 2006
As far as COG and the YHA are concerned, it’s been an up-and-down winter. On the up-side, there was
lots of sunshine and we obtained the funding from Awards for All Wales for our laptop and data projector. On the down-side, we learned that the YHA is to close thirty or so hostels, many of them being small
or simple hostels. To make the matter worse, some of us travelled to Bristol one evening recently to hear representatives of the
YHA explain their strategy, and it was clear that it left a lot to be desired. The number of overnight stays at the hostels on the
‘closure’ list, we were told, was not covering the cost of their upkeep. Also, the YHA’s view was that the simple nature of
many of the hostels was putting people off. In my opinion, the largest hole in the YHA’s thinking was the belief uttered by one
of the representatives that (and I quote) ‘you can’t make people go where they don’t want to go’. Excuse me, but this represents a complete failure to grasp the meaning of marketing. Marketing is the creation of demand or appetite, giving people a
desire for something they never realized they had a desire for. Whether or not marketing in itself is a morally justifiable thing
is a subject for another time.
My point is that the YHA owns some wonderful, idyllic, intimate, cosy, and out-of-the-way buildings, and is about to sell
them. Has it not occurred to them that a marketing campaign, perhaps titled ‘YHA Idyllic’ or ‘YHA Simple’, could present
these locations as some of the most sought-after experiences in the UK? A creative marketing executive could turn the matter
of not having hot water into something wonderful: perhaps you meet the eyes of that beautiful stranger as you’re waiting for
your pot of water to boil on the stove. (And when I say ‘eyes’, I don’t just mean ‘eyes’. Obviously they come with a face and a
body. Eyes on their own would be scary and would certainly put people off visiting simple hostels. YHA Simple: where disembodied eyes follow you around the building and spy on you at night. No, that wouldn’t work.) Or you meet a brand new
friend while queuing for the one and only shower. And let’s face it, some great conversations can be struck up when you can
see someone’s knees beneath their bath robe. ‘I couldn’t help but notice your knees. Fine knees. I bet they can tell some stories’ – a great conversation-opener. It’s worked for me on at least two occasions.
I shall be putting these points in a letter to YHA Head Office in the next few days (without the eyes and the knees, of course)
and I would encourage you to express your concerns too. I don’t know whether it’s too late. Arranging the sale of property can
be a timely business, so maybe some could be saved. We should do something if there is still a chance.
Very best wishes
Clive

CHALLENGE WALKS
Apr 8 - Black Mountains Roundabout - 25 miles, 6200ft Ascent . A tough mountains walk. Refreshments at finish & cert. Send SAE to: Martyn Rogers, 122 Stow Hill, Newport, Gwent, NP20
4GA. Tel. 01633 257632 or download entry from http://walk.to/nogs.
Apr 29/30 - Wye Valley Fifty - 56 miles in 24 hours. Forest of Dean and scenis Wye Valley. Refreshments at checkpoints, hot meal at finish and certifcate.Organised by Bristol & West LDWA. Send SAE
to:Entry Secretary, 28 Primrose Way, Lydney, Glos. GL15 5SQ. Email wf50@ldwa-bristolandwest.co.
uk
May 6 - Rhayader Mountain Trail - 28 (4500 ft Ascent), 18 or 13 miles, - Scenic event over moorland, reservoirs and wooded valleys to W and SW of Rhayader. Refreshments at checkpoints and finish. Also
certificate. Organised by Mid Wales LDWA. Send SAE to: Mark Keeling, 8 Offas Way, St Edwards Close, Knighton, Powys,
LD7 1AL.
May 20 - Big Black Mountains Challenge - 43, 25,15,10 kms - From Llanthony Abbey, event covers a total of 15 mountains over
660m.. Entry inc. free beer at Checkpoints, entertainment in the town throughout the weekend. Send SAE to: Big Black Mountains
Challenge, Longtown Mountain Rescue, PO Box 36, Monmouth, NP7 5YZ or download from www.longtownmrt.org.uk.
Jun 3—Radnor Valley Mile High Walk—26 (5300 ft Ascent) , 17 and 13 miles—The overall terrain is not severe and covers the surrounding skyline hills. Refreshments and certificate at finish. Send SAE to: Cliff Matthews, Red Brick House, Watery Lane, Walton, Presteigne, Powys, LD8 2PT.
Jun 10 - Gower Gallop - 30, 20, 12.5 miles - Scenic event in Britain’s first ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ - coast, hills
and forests. Refreshments and certificate at finish. Send SAE to: Gower Gallop, c/o 35 Huntingdon Way, Sketty,
Swansea SA2 9HN.
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Photo Montage of COG Events

Photo Montage of COG Events

The fire gets going.
Standing stone nr. Wenvoe.
Cefn Drum Hill viewed from
Mynydd Pysgodlyn, Nr. Swansea

Mmmmm, those sausages look
delicious!

Tricky ponds near Cowbridge.
Upper Lliw Reservoir, nr. Swansea

Beach at Llantwit Major.

Lighting the BBQ, Llantwit Major Beach.

The events shown are from the January beach barbecue at Llantwit Major, and Sunday walks at Cowbridge, Wenvoe and hills north of
Swansea where they were filming a comedy based on the book ‘The Restraint of Beasts’ starring Rhys Ifans.
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Lands End to John O’Groats—Part 2

LANDS END TO JOHN O’GROATS—
In Part 1 Steve
covered the walk
from seals in
Cornwall, cream
teas in Devon, atmospheric Somerset, the scenic
woodland and villages of the Cotswold Way to
Gloucestershire .
After a short return to Cardiff to
restock, Part 2
continues the walk
on Steve’s return
to Gloucestershire.
Worcestershire & Shropshire
After the break in Cardiff I returned to the trek from Ashchurch/Tewkesbury
train station again on Wednesday the 20th April at 11.00 am. This was a
minor place of pilgrimage for me because it's the home of one of the UK's
best map shops, called "The Map Shop". I was looking forward to browsing
the maps, gazing at its high, dusty shelves and climbing up a ladder to get to
the Norway section. In the event, it was a pretty ordinary looking, well-run
shop. There wasn't much dust or any old attendants in overalls. Where's the
romance in that?
It was a pretty straightforward walk over to the Malverns from there then
north along the Worcestershire Way which was very pleasant. Had orchards
and cherry blossoms and I was pleased with choosing this route rather than
the more mundane Severn Way. Had a fabulous evening with great views
and perfect moments. Found a garage at about 8.00 pm so got water and
had a stealth camp in woods above Abberley. There's a massive clock tower
nearby (part of a posh school, I think) and it rings throughout the night so I
wasn't that chuffed.

by tourism. I'm tending more towards the latter view, I think it's better to
have people with local accents than somewhere that's too twee. All through
Worcestershire I couldn't work out whether the West Midlands accent was
the real local accent or whether it was just people from the Midlands who'd
moved in or were visiting. I've realised that the best places you can realiably get local accents are rough estates and, possibly, farms - otherwise you
run the risk of coming into contact with "outsiders". Anyway, I noticed the
local accent in Uttoxeter which sounded more northern than Midlands. I
have to say that Staffordshire has been the least interesting county from a
landscape point of view. The people have been nice as well - chatty and
inquisitive
Derbyshire
Crossed the river Dove and came into Derbyshire at last. Good river walking up to Rocester, which isn't much of a place if you don't include the JCB
"World Headquarters". Got more food then started on the "Limestone Way"
which isn't very well signposted at all. At Ashbourne I picked up my "poste
restante" parcel from the Post Office and, as usual, made a mess of the
place as I sent things back to the Expedition Secretary, Lee. Ashbourne's a
nice place. You can tell you're up north because the women call you
"duckie", which is nice. The Tissington Trail is a boring ex-railway track. Of
the two local campsites I picked one to the NW of the town. I later found
out that it's £11.50 a night so more expensive than many hostels making it
the most expensive campsite I've used in this country. Obviously, I picked
the wrong place to stay for two nights. It has a washing machine but no
dryer so it's impractical. The underwear continues to pickle. Oh well.
Getting to that campsite was really depressing on account of the fact that
my foot was getting painful - the old problem. It was the first time in the trip
it was really noticeable and all of a sudden the possibility of not being able
to complete the walk hit me (just as I was starting to get into it - seriously).
Got gloomy and, typically, the whole of life looked like a bad mistake. So
had a rest day. At this time I did consider buying yet another pair of boots if
the problem continued. There's not enough room for the toes and the podiatrist reckons this is crucial. Just to fill you in, I changed boots when back
in Cardiff because the others had totally lost their waterproofing. Chatted to
an Australian woman at the campsite who's touring Britain with her husband and four sons. So far they've made a bit of a hash of it. They had a
week in Burnham-on-Sea. Then they went to Cardiff but had trouble with
the road system. What kind of impression are those kids going to get of the
UK?

Later that evening I hit Ashbourne in relaxed, lounge lizard mode and you
could tell that the ladies were impressed with my Rohan cream slacks,
spangley sholeaces and Cameraland carrier bag. Eventually found a pub
that did food and had some Marstons Pedigree. Got despondent having to
listen to dreary 70s and 80s music again. I was sure I'd heard exactly the
It was now Friday and in the evening met up with an old college chum from
same CD before several times and the barmaid confirmed that it had come
Cheltenham, Alison (who had just run the London marathon) and her husfree with the Daily/Sunday Mail. No wonder then, probably tight-fisted and
band, Rob. We haven't met for years so this was a rare chance to catch up.
tasteless cafe and pub owners through the country are playing it. Another
Staffordshire
reason to hate The Daily Mail! The Sun for snobs, I call it. Anyway, this
barmaid put it on because she likes "Total Eclipse of the Heart".
Headed up the Severn then cut across east over to Kinver Edge, where I
Aargghhh.... When I tell you that the best song on that CD is "Hold Me
entered Staffordshire. This is a good viewpoint and has quite pleasant
Close" by David Essex (or, if you're feeling generous, "Mr Blue Sky") you'll
woods though with the continual sound of scramblers (the first of the trip).
Here joined the Staffordshire Way which I stayed with subsequently for a few understand why I feel outraged. I
decided to try and accept the
days.
situation and write my own Meatloaf-style ballad. So far I only
From there went to somewhere west of Wolverhampton called Seisden. I
bypassed Wolverhampton. I did manage to see the city's skyline though and have a title.
recognised St Peter's Church from my old halcyon days as a student at WolThe walk back from the pub was
verhampton Polytechnic. Next day followed the Staffordshire Way to Penkridge where I spent over £10.00 in a cafe, chatted to the local old ladies (the interesting - through the dark
along an old railway line. I
only kind of people who go into cafes during the week, they usually talk
about cancer) . Cannock Chase was lowland heath, a really good area, a bit checked with the locals that the
like the New Forest but without the big trees. Saw some deer although when tunnel wasn't a local duffing-up
I see deer now I always think, "ticks...." Next day (Tuesday) - can you believe spot but still knew it would require
it? - it started to rain. The cheek! There was one heavy shower then the odd strong nerves (it's quite long, you
know). I defy anyone to walk
bit of rain before I reached Uttoxeter. Camped in the middle of the race
course - and this wasn't a stealth camp, it's an official site (apparently, it's not through there at night without
looking over their shoulder a couthat uncommon). Had my first shower in 6 days, and it felt good. Also had
some real dinner for for the first time since Friday night although the Indian I ple of times. Got over half way
before the "sound effects" started.
went to wasn't the best. The waitress was pleasant and chatty though (it's
The first was a locomotive coming
one of my peculiarities that I always make an effort to talk to young waitup the tunnel. As a connoisseur of
resses and barmaids). Uttoxeter itself is, well, there are different views you
classic horror films I quite enjoyed
can take. Either you can say it's a bit of a dump that's clearly seen better
the frisson. The next sound effect
days, or you can say it's a genuinely local town that hasn't become spoiled
was voices from the other end of
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Part 2 Gloucestershire to Northumberland by Steve Bees
the tunnel and by the time the third one started I'd had enough. Was glad
to get out into the dark and the comforting hoots of a tawny owl. Probably
some people walk through there at night without expecting these sounds.
Into the Peak District National Park now. After a bit of twee Dovedale I
headed up to Alstonefield then took very nice fields over to Hartington.
Then along the upper reaches of the Dove towards Longnor. I'd been up
this valley before - it's really good and the views north towards Buxton are
great. Again, it was a fabulous late afternoon, the only thing that spoiled it
was someone who looked at the trekking poles and said, "You've forgotten
your skis, mate."
Found a good campsite at a tiny place, Pomeroy, on the main road SE of
Buxton. £2.50 to camp and you got a good amount of hot water from the
showers for your 20p. The people from the Ashbourne campsite should go
there and feel ashamed. Next morning (Saturday) woke up to rain and the
knowledge that the foot was crap. Decided to come back to Cardiff and
lighten the load. Things improved when I packed up the tent and a climber/
walker from a nearby caravan brought over a cup of tea and we had a chat.
It just goes to show that some caravanners have souls.
Went in to Buxton to get the train back to Cardiff. Buxton itself is an interesting mixture of posh (the spa buildings) and more down-to-earth (well,
there are a lot of quarries nearby). The plan in Cardiff was to lighten the
rucksack to pretty much the absolute minimum - like by swapping the
comfy Thermarest for a foam mat, dumping non-essentials like a radio.
This is all in accordance with the three main objectives of this trip :1. To walk from Land's End to John O'Groats; 2. To enjoy it; and 3. To
spend as little money as possible.
It looked at this point like not being able to complete the walk. But buying
new boots would be the last throw of the dice, so held off doing that. After
voting on Thursday the 5th May I got the train to return to the walk at Buxton.
Yorkshire
Thurs night in the rain at Peak Forest, Friday night at Edale, via Castleton.
Forecast for the weekend okay so decided to start on the Pennine Way.
Amazingly, bumped into Pete (the caravanner who gave me a cup of tea
the Saturday before) before starting and he was doing exactly the same
route with about 12 other people, so joined them. There've been a lot more
people along the PW, not surprisingly.
The Pennine Way was sometimes fabulous and I enjoyed virtually every
minute. Highlights:
Day 1 - Edale to Crowden. In the company of staff and pupils of the Manchester Royal Infirmary School. About 14 miles. Kinder Scout impressive;
Bleaklow bleak but with a great wilderness feel to it.
Day 2 - to beyond Standedge. Walked over Black Hill. The summit paved,
just as well, it would otherwise be a morass. I am in awe of the pioneers
who walked the PW in the old, boggy days. Standedge no longer has a
campsite, or anything else, so had to wild camp. If you're ever constipated,
try peaty water.
Day 3 - to Hebden Bridge. Had breakfast at Brian's burger van just south of
the M62. He's been there since the early 1960s. He has a flag flying so that
lorry drivers on the motorway know he's open. On winter mornings, when
it's dark, he has a beacon going. Despite views to Oldham, still very remote
country. Hebden Bridge is a very interesting and attractive town. I recommend the Stubbing Wharf, a pub at the western edge of town. A nice
change of music (heavy metal then various, including Radiohead) and a
fabulous vegetarian Yorkshire Pudding dinner. Back at the B&B, the landlady only let my boots enter the house when it started to rain.
Day 4 - To Ponden. Met mad Ursula, the German with the American accent
walking from Cape Wrath to Nice. Then a walk over good moorland to Top
Withens, the location of Wuthering Heights (I was reading the book as
well). Foot painful at the end of the day but still managed to make it to a
pub for a three course meal
Day 5 - to Bell Busk. Found lots of green hairstreak butterflies on the walk
over the Cowling. Tea and a scone at a farm for £1.00 (bargain!). Fabulous
views of the Yorkshire Dales from Thornton Moor.
Day 6 - to Horton-in-Ribblesdale. Quality walking. Malham Cove choc-abloc with the hoi polloi but after that lots of splendid isolation. Fountains
Fell a pretty easy climb but from the top Pen-y-Ghent looks a bit steep (it's
not too bad in the end). On the way up to P-y-G I see my first ever Ring
Ouzel. Fab views from the top, including the Irish Sea and the Howgill

Fells.
Day 7 - to Hawes. The most boring day of the walk, along a track all the way.
Enlivened by two things. Firstly, fantastic drumlins towards the top of the valley.
A thrill for anyone interested in glacial deposition. Secondly, great views from the
flanks of Dodd Fell Hill over to the Lake District. Hawes looks chocolate-boxy but
has great facilities.
Day 8 - to Keld. A slog through the wind over Great Shunner Fell but then a
great late afternoon walk up to Keld. There's not much here apart from a campsite & hostel but, with a calm, clear evening, it was the most beautiful place of
my walk so far.
County Durham
Day 9 - to Middleton-in-Teesdale. An early start (8.45 am) sees me at the highest pub in Britain before 11.00 am. Thankfully, it does coffee. The landlord is
Cornish, he looks like a 19th century smuggler. Great moorland walking from
there, loads of lapwings as usual. I pass someone named Tim who had a cortisone injection in his anke at Gargrave. Something to bear in mind. Also I pass
and re-pass Graham and Ollie, who I've seen for the past few days. Get to Middleton at around 18.30 and have dinner at the Teesdale Hotel. Posh-looking but
obviously they're not too fussy about their clientele.
Day 10 - To Langdon Beck Youth Hostel.
A late start, the Tees initially nothing special but, past High Force, great remote
scenery, one of the highlights of the latter part of the PW. See some bird's eye
primroses, juniper and loads of globeflowers but, sadly, no spring gentian (the
sun's in so they don't come out). At Langdon Beck YH I listen to snipe flying
around - weird sound. Redshank, sandpiper and a peregrine also spotted. A
great hostel, the only other people there are Graham, Ollie and the two wardens.
Day 11 - To Dufton YH.
Upper Teesdale again - still great and remote, cross over to Cumbria. I meet Tim
(the cortisone man) and we walk the rest of the way to Dufton past High Cup
Nick. Good weather, fortunately. We meet the other two at the cafe in Dufton.
The YH has red squirrels in the garden. Later on Tim, Graham, Ollie, myself and
another Pennine Wayer named Tom have a good night at the pub.
Cumbria
Day 12 - To Alston. An early start (8.45 am) to get up Cross Fell. On the ridge I
meet up with Graham, Ollie, Tim and some people doing the PW going south.
Good weather, fortunately. Walk with Tim for a while before pressing on to
Alston - about 20 miles in total. Alston is great - attractive-looking but very local ie. a bit rough. Geordie accents abound.
Day 13 - to Greenhead. I spend a long time in the cafe and am hailed by Tim on
the way out of Alston so have another cup of coffee. We walk up to where he's
staying and part forever. He was good company, despite being bald. Then I walk
the rest of the slightly boggy way up to Northumberalnd and Greenhead. See
Graham & Ollie at the campsite, we have dinner at the pub.
Northumberland
Day 14 - to Bellingham. Say goodbye to the other two, who are starting early,
and we part forever. I have about 8 miles along the Hadrian's Wall national trail
(coincident with the PW) which is really knackering. Loads of ups and downs,
like a coastal walk, and I wish the Romans had contoured around the Great
Whin Sill rather than following its crest. Good scenery nonetheless.
Day 15 - rest day(!!!) My foot says - you're going nowhere today, boyo. I get the
bus to Hexham and, after wandering around for the afternoon and going into
three cafes, I lose motivation to continue with the walk, in fact lose most of the
will to live. Hell is a town centre on Saturday.
Day 16 - to Byrness Thought this would be an easy day but boggy walking underfoot puts me in a bit of a strop, despite good weather. Moorland walking then
Kielder Forest. I catch up with someone named Darrell. He's seen about 3 other
LEJOGers, and he also knows Tom who I met in Dufton. A very nice bloke, he
bought me a cup of tea in Byrness for rescuing him from the confusing paths of
Kielder. I camp at the hotel and my first red wine in ages. Quite cheap though.
Day 17 - to Jedburgh
Up early (7.30 am) to get to the garage cafe at 8.00 am. Then a 9.00 am start up
the PW along the western flank of the Cheviots. Boggy underfoot (and my boots
already had the smell from hell). Still, the ridge walking looks irresistible. I feel
the urge to walk the Cheviots to Kirk Yetholm but common sense prevails and I
follow a Roman road, Dere Street, into Scotland. I must do Byrness to Kirk
Yetholm over the ridge some time. No excitement about getting into Caledonia
but I feel sad to leave the Pennine Way, which has been good to me.

Now that I'm able to look at the maps (picked up from the Post Office) I'm getting some sort of motivation back. I enjoyed the bonhomie of the Pennine Way
and will probably miss this. Next stop Melrose
Have started to dream about the nothingness that awaits me once this walk is
over.

Part 3 (Scotland) will be in the next ‘The View’. The full text is also on Steve’s blogsite—http://stevelongwalk.blogspot.com
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Cycling: Proposed New Highway Code Set To Drive Cyclists Off the Road!
The Driving Standards Agency has begun a public consultation on a revised draft of the Highway Code - the specific section relating to cycling
can be viewed here (from page 9). The Code could potentially play a key
role in the Government’s efforts to create safer conditions for cycling.
Unfortunately, despite CTC’s recent efforts to make it easier for cyclists to
claim injury damages from drivers who hit them, the revised draft of the
Code seems set to take us in exactly the opposite direction. The major
problem with the draft revision of the Code is a proposed change to the
existing rule on cycle facilities.

rule affected 9-year old cyclist Darren Coombs and his family. Not only
did a driver leave Darren with permanent brain damage; but his parents then had to face the claim that they themselves were guilty of
“contributory negligence” for allowing him to ride unaccompanied and
without a helmet. Nobody should have to suffer the anguish which
they had to go though, simply because of that one word "should" in the
Highway Code. CTC is calling for this to be replaced by "Consider
wearing a cycle helmet"; we believe this would be a far more reasonable and less prejudicial alternative.

The most significant change to the Code is to old Rule 47, new Rule 58.
In one important respect though, the rule about using cycle facilities is
Cyclists were previously told to “Use cycle routes when practicable. They
even more insidious. With helmet-wearing, it seems that those cyclists
can make your journey safer”. In this form, the wording presented no real
who have dared to resist the claim of "contributory negliproblems.
gence" (including the Coombs family) have always managed to win
the argument in court eventually. It takes guts to do this, not to menBy contrast, the proposed new wording says: "Use cycle routes when
tion a strong-willed cycle-friendly solicitor! However the courts have
practicable and cycle facilities such as advanced stop lines, cycle boxes,
rejected every helmet-related claim of "contributory negligence"
and toucan crossings where they are provided, as they can make your
brought before them, ruling in every case that a helmet would probably
journeys safer". The distinction between the wording of “Use cycle routes
not have prevented the injuries which occurred.
when practical” (on the one hand) and '[Use] cycle facilities… where provided' (on the other) means that the use of cycle facilities will no longer be
By contrast, it will be almost impossible to argue against "contributory
discretionary for any cyclist who wants to protect him/herself from the
negligence" claims based on non-use of a cycle facility. Challenging
threat of adverse legal action. The words ‘such as advanced stop lines,
such a claim would take not just guts, but downright foolhardiness.
cycle boxes, and toucan crossings' do not exclude other types of cycle
However strongly the cyclist might argue that their decision not to use
facility from the legal argument.
the facility was a rational one, the court would be almost bound to conclude that the collision would have been avoided if the cyclist had
If a cyclist was injured and there was a cycle facility nearby (of whatever
been in a different place at the time.
kind), the driver’s insurer would have all the pretext they needed to argue
that any compensation due to the cyclist should be reduced on the basis
CTC is calling for the following changes to the Code:
of “contributory negligence”, i.e. that the cyclist was at least partly the
author of his/her own misfortune because if s/he had been using the cycle * Remove all words which could give rise to unwarranted “contributory
facility, the collision would not have occurred.
negligence” claims against cyclists (including those relating to use of
cycle facilities and helmets);
It is also likely to be used by some police officers to take unjustified action
* Include clearer advice to drivers on safe interactions with cyclists (e.
against cyclists where they ride out wide in the road to avoid being overg. on how much space to leave when overtaking a cyclist);
taken in circumstances where this would be dangerous (as recommended
by the Stationary Office publication “Cyclecraft” and by the Government* Ensure that its advice to cyclists (particularly that on negotiating
backed National Standard for cycle training.)The Cyclists' Defence
Fund is already supporting a cyclist in such a case, but the new Highway roundabouts) is in line with the Government-backed National Standard
for cycle training and;
Code wording would almost certainly lead to a substantial increase in
such cases.
* A recommendation that anyone wishing to improve their confidence
and safety should undertake cycle training to the National Standard
In effect, these words introduce the compulsory and non-discretionary
use of facilities by the back door.
The threat of “contributory negligence” claims is not just an academic
nicety. One case in point is the existing Highway Code rule which simply
says "you should wear a cycle helmet which conforms to current regulations" (old rule 45 / new rule 56). Regardless of your views on the pros
and cons of helmet-wearing per se, one only has to remember how this

Please lobby your MP to make sure that, instead of a further erosion of cyclists rights, the new Highway Code helps achieve a
real advantage for cycle safety. Click below to open a suggested
email, automatically addressed to your MP. We encourage you
to amend the letter and provide local examples of poorly designed or downright dangerous cycle facilities.
Above is from the Cycists Touring Club website.

Examples of Dangerous Cycle Facilities:
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Caving

Brecon Beacons National Park

LESSER GARTH CAVE ACCESS

NATIONAL PARK WARDENS MAKING SURE THAT MEALS KEEP THEIR WHEELS

When Dave Glover visited lesser Garth Cave at Taffs Well early in
December it was gated. This also restricts access to Ogof Ffynon Taf,
which was originally explored via an entrance within the nearby active
Taffs Well quarry. When this was bulldozed closed members of Isca
Caving Club forged a new route from Lesser Garth that enabled a
sporting trip into Ffynnon Taf with its fine formations and skeletal remains.

BBNP wardens came to the rescue recently when heavy snowfall meant
that the Meals on Wheels service came close to having to cancel its service. Warden, Rex Eckley packed his 4 wheel drive vehicle full of
hot meals and took to the road. Chief Executive, Chris Gledhill said, “We
were only too pleased to help out. As we all know, the elderly are
particularly vulnerable during the winter and many are unable to prepare
As part of the quarry’s drive to gain planning permission for changes meals for themselves and or even able to leave their homes during perito the site they suggested gating Lesser Garth many years ago so as ods of good weather, so the Meals on Wheels service is a Godsend. Rex
to ‘preserve’ the cave and its surroundings. During planning meetings admitted that most people were amazed to see their meal arrive: “It was
cavers put forward strong arguments for protecting the cave, which at great to see so many surprised and relieved expressions we delivered hot
meals on such a cold day, especially when all other traffic was left
least meant that due respect had to be given for the planned quarry
grounded".
tunnel which is to be driven below Lesser Garth cave. This did not
include denying access.
In 1999 Cardiff County Council approved a caver approved gate design and cavers would have to abide by certain conditions of access,
including not smoking and being aware of their responsibilities to the
cave life (as well as bats, Lesser Garth contains a population of the
rare cave spider Porrhomma rosenhaueri).
The quarry later changed its planning application and the cave was
sealed without consulting cavers. Descent has also received an additional report that during a trip to the iron mines to the immediate
north of the quarry just before New Year the main adit gate (which is
normally locked) was found to be totally sealed with a new welded
gate. Of the three surface shafts, one is massive and another has for
many years had a rope hanging down it. The third has been extensively affected by a mass of trees that have been thrown or bulldozed
into the shaft.

GEOPARK CELEBRATION
An event is planned both to launch BBNP’s Geopark Status, and to promote Geopark week at the end of May. The Guest of Honour will be Lord
Kinnock of Bedwellty who is the first president and will open the new
Geopark at the National Park Visitor Centre, Libanus, where a Welsh buffet lunch will be served. To mark the inclusion into the Geopark network,
BBNP have also extended an open invitation to the general public to join
in at the National Park Visitor Centre between 10am and 4pm. There will
be a variety of activities on offer, including exhibitions. This event will also
provide an opportunity for positive media coverage -highlighting the outstanding geological formations and distinctive landscape in the National
Park.

Countryside Issues

Malcolm Stewart reports that there has been much activity on the cliff
above the old quarry where men in orange suits have been clearing
the face of the shrubbery and loose rock before covering it with heavy
duty wire mesh. This is the area where Ogof Pen y Craig is located
but there is no information about whether it has been affected.

OPEN ACCESS GETS OFF TO AN ENTICING START

A visit on 4th February revealed that the gate at Lesser Garth has two
notices stating that the area was dangerous while tunnelling operations were in progress (though the original planning application
claimed that the cave would remain undamaged and safe from vibration while an access tunnel was driven through the rock below). For
safe access and a key contact the manager of Taffs Well Quarry on
2084 4521). Let Descent magazine know if you make the trip.

For the last eight months, nearly a quarter of Wales has been accessible
to the public and take-up of the new rights has been steady and local reaction has been generally positive. The CCW website offers a comprehensive map service which allows walkers to check access land location and
avoid trespassing. They can also plan journeys by walking time.

PWLL DWFN RESCUE
A female Caerphilly based caver was rescued from Pwll Dwfn near
Dan yr Ogof on 29th December after she became too cold and exhausted to make her own exit from below the second pitch. There
were only two in the party, her companion therefore had to leave the
casualty to raise the alarm.
In response , West Brecon Cave Rescue Team asked the Western
Beacons Mountain Search and Rescue Team to become involved
due to extremely cold, blizzard conditions on the surface. Two members of the cave rescue team entered the cave to make an initial report and they coaxed the woman out. She was stretchered off the
mountain by the mountain rescue team and taken to Morriston Hospital, Swansea. The incident demonstrates the need for careful planning, both in being fit enough to undertake a trip and being equipped
and well prepared to tackle adverse weather in case of an incident. It
also highlights the standard of reporting in the media where the cave
rescue and their involvement hardly received a mention—to read the
reports the MRT did everything!

Like a pleasant stroll in the countryside, Open Access in Wales has got off
to an enticing start. The new rights to roam have been warmly embraced,
and the change in accessible land smoothly introduced with a few hurdles
negotiated along the way.

On the ground, access land is identified by the new brown figure symbol.
Some 25,000 will indicate entry points and permitted paths. The symbol
appears on many publications, including the Ordnance Survey Explorer
maps. In addition to the web maps and new signs on the ground, these
should ensure that people will no longer be put off visiting the countryside
by the worry of trespassing or getting lost.
Access Campaigns Succeeding
Campaigns to make people more aware of the countryside and to visit it
more often are succeeding. A survey also shows that the vast majority of
people agree that it is important to behave responsibly in the countryside.
Managing Access

Landowners and farmers seem to adopting a 'wait and see' approach to
the new access on their land. When issues do arise, trained staff help
work through concerns and, when necessary, negotiate to restrict the right
of access. The proposals to restrict the right of access so far have mainly
been about reasonable and immediate concerns. Tree felling with heavy
machinery by the Forestry Commission accounts for by far the most restrictions. But there are other issues that arise from time to time where
WEB WATCH
action is needed to ensure public safety and protect the rights of landownHead for www.animatedknots.com for a fun time watching ropes tie
themselves together. As Ann Bosted (who found the link) commented ers.
‘Its quite good even if you are not into Bondage’.

Extracts from ‘Descent’ caving magazine.
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Extracts from Brecon Beacons National Park and Countryside Council for Wales Websites
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Burns Night Review

exä|xã
On January 25th COG went to a traditional ‘by the book’ Burns Night in the
Gate Centre.
We joined several other groups to be piped in to the hall. Then the evening
proper commenced with a welcome by the evening’s ‘Chairman’. He then said a
short prayer - The Selkirk Grace to usher in the meal. After this we had to stand
for piping in the star attraction, the Haggis!
It was delivered on a silver platter by a procession consisting of the chef, the
piper and a whisky-bearer to ensure the toasts are well lubricated.
During the procession, guests clapped in time to the music until the Haggis
reached its destination at the table. The music stopped and everyone sat down in
anticipation of the address "To a Haggis". This was done by the evening’s Chairman offering a fluent and entertaining rendition of "To a Haggis". The reader had
their knife poised at the ready. On cue ("His knife see Rustic-labour dight"), he
cut the casing along its length, and some of the tasty gore within spilled out
("trenching its gushing entrails"). Guests have been known to be scalded by flying
pieces of haggis at this point but we were lucky!
The recital ended with the reader raising the Haggis in triumph during the final line ("Gie her a Haggis!"),
which the audience greeted with rapturous applause.
Prompted by the speaker, we now joined in the toast to the Haggis. We raised a glass and shouted:
"The Haggis!" Then it was time to serve the sumptuous Bill o' Fare which included traditional cock-aleekie soup before the main course ("Haggis wi' bashit neeps an' champit tatties"), followed by a sweet
course of "clootie dumplin" . Afterwards came the cheese board, served with bannocks (traditional oatcakes) and tea/coffee/malt whisky.
After the meal the evening’s chairman delivered an oratory on the life of Robert Burns. His literary genius, his politics, his highs and lows, his human frailty and his nationalism. The speaker concluded with a
heart-felt toast: "To the Immortal Memory of Robert Burns!"
The humorous highlight of any Burns Night comes in this toast, which is designed to praise the role of
women in the world today. This was also done by the Chairman with selective quotes from Burns's
works. The toast concluded: "To the Lassies!"
Finally the chairman closed the proceedings with a vote of thanks to the Gate and then had us guests to
stand, join hands and belt out a rousing rendition of the Auld Lang Syne (luckily they’d supplied the
words!). A very enjoyable evening was had by all.

The Haggis gets ‘Piped’
in.
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The procession ends with the Haggis laid on
a table.

Ode to the Haggis begins!
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Capel-y-Ffin: West of the Golden Valley

With Capel-y-Ffin YH about to close Arthur Dunabin, long time member of the National Local Groups
Committee of the YHA passes on some happy memories of life in the area, West of the Golden Valley.
YHA's London Region News of August 1943 says "There is no
"The stunning and secluded Black Mountains". So read an item road to Capel-y-Ffin from any direction but the south-east". Adin YHA News some time ago.
mittedly it was unsurfaced but when I cycled over the Gospel
Pass in the summer of 1940 I saw one or two cars using it.
Yes, Capel-y-Ffin, deep in its valley, must even now seem
Of the Black Mountains that great topographic writer, A.G. Bradsomewhat remote. Imagine then how it felt seventy years ago. ley once said '80 square miles of complete, uncompromising
It was early one January morning that I first saw that long undu- solitude'. Sadly (for some) this is no longer the case.
lating skyline which was to dominate our outlook for the next
nine years. For we had moved to the 'wild-west' of England's
Parking my car at Little Black Hill I saw a party of ramblers apmost rural county, to a spot between the Golden Valley and
proaching. As they passed the last lady said "You must think
lack Mountains where Herefordshire's hilly patchwork of red
we're mad". Smiling I picked up my boots and waved then at her.
and green fields, these gave way to bracken covered mountain- Later I followed them up the Cats Back, passing one large group
side .
of hang gliding enthusiasts and being overtaken by another
walking group. At the trig point on Hays Bluff where once, by
As occupants of the schoolhouse which adjoined the two
chance, I had met a school friend and sat to gaze out over the
roomed school we quickly got to know the local people. There tumbled hills of Radnorshire where I was surrounded by people.
was no village, just a scattering of farms, cottages, church,
Of solitude there was none.
chapel and vicarage with the school strategically situated at a
road junction.
Further south, as I rested above the Red
Daren, a Hercules came trundling over. I
Before Mobile Phones! was reminded of that earlier occasion then,
After a year or so, one family moved to
Chapel Farm at Capel-y-Ffin and we
“when they were young in the early as I sat in much the same spot, I was starwere invited to visit. Just over 5 miles as
tled by a plane which suddenly appeared
1900's, they …. picniced on the
the crow flies it was sixteen by road but
mountain…..the signal to return was from the west flying low at what seemed
we had just acquired our first car - which
incredible speed. It was a Spitfire.
a white tablecloth spread in a field
sometimes was an unofficial taxi. Within
behind the farm, three miles away
a two mile radius there were perhaps
and 1000 feet below.”
four other cars. We learned from our
nearest neighbours how, when they
were young in the early 1900's, they
might be spared for one day to picnic on the mountain and collect bilberries when the signal to return was a white tablecloth
spread in a field behind the farm, three miles away and 1000
feet below.
We became familiar with the country year when major events
were ploughing matches and sheep dog trials. There was excitement when the threshing machine towed by a steam traction engine arrived and neighbours gathered to help and of
course this being Herefordshire, there was the cider making
season.

View of the Vale of Ewyas, location of Capel-y-Ffin.

My first hostelling visit came some years later, in 1945, after
the first hostel at Capel-y-Ffin had been established. The war
had not brought any obvious physical changes but over the
next decade or two much was to change in the way of life.
Electricity arrived and then television, telephones and mains
water. Many years later an old school colleague said "You were
lucky to have a pump. We only had a spring". And the growth
of car ownership destroyed the remoteness. On a road where
seventy years earlier one might have seen two dozen cars in a
week, in the spring of 2003, held up for ten minutes by roadworks I counted six cars behind me.
After one or two different sites and a gap, a grant from George
VI Memorial Trust led to the opening of Castle Farm Hostel in
1956. The Honddu Valley, in which the hostel lies, remains secluded despite motor traffic. In one respect it was less so seventy years ago. In 1934 Honddu Valley Services ran buses
from Abergavenny on Tuesdays (Market Day) to Capel-y-Ffin.
On Fridays and Saturdays a service ran to Llanthony. The return fare for the longer journey was three shillings (15p) . Intending passengers were warned that the bus would not stop
on hills.
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The doomed Capel-y-Ffin hostel,
set to close later this year.

W e e k e n d s Aw a y
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Weekends Away

26th—28th May: Whitsun Weekend at
Bellever Hostel near Postbridge, Dartmoor.
Escape the modern world at this 38 bed hostel in the centre of Dartmoor National Park surrounded by open moorland with a network of
off-road walking and cycling routes. Once part of a Duchy farm, this
hostel makes a comfortable retreat for Great for walking, letterboxing,
cycling, wildlife / fauna.
Cost: £13.95 pppn. Facilities: Common room; Cycle store; Dining
room; Drying room; Games room; Laundry; Library; Lounge; Restaurant; Self-catering kitchen; Shop. Breakfast, lunch and evening meals
available.
Organised by: Rhona C. NOTE: All the places (12) booked. Any one
else interested contact the hostel direct on 0870 770 5692 or e-mail
bellever@yha.org.uk .

28th-30th July: Weekend at
Lulworth Cove, Dorset

YHA Lulworth Cove is a single storey purpose-built timber 34 bed
building on the edge of the tranquil fishing village of West Lulworth.
Surrounded by fields and wonderful views of the Dorset hills, it’s a
mile’s walk to the oyster-shaped Lulworth Cove and dramatic coastline.
Cost: £11.95 pppn. Facilities Cycle store; Dining room; Drying room;
Lounge; Luggage stores; Porch; Self-catering kitchen
Shelter; Garden. Breakfast, lunch and evening meals available.
Organised by: Jane O.
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23rd-25th June: Weekend at Street Hostel, Somerset.
Overlooking Glastonbury Tor, this basic Swiss-style 28 bed chalet is
surrounded by National Trust land and feels like a quiet retreat. However, it’s within easy reach of the Mendip Hills, Somerset Levels, mystical Glastonbury and historic Wells. The amenities of the town of Street
are also close by. Great for walking and cycling. A booklet of local
walks can be found in Reception. Street is home to Clark’s and has
many shoe shops with bargains. Wells: The Cathedral at Wells is one
of the finest in Britain, with its famous West Front adorned with well
preserved medieval sculpture. Inside, see the oldest working clock in
the country, and the unique scissor arches, inserted to prevent the collapse of the central tower.
Cost: £11.95 pppn. Facilities: Porch,and shelter, garden with camping
available. Self catering only. Organised by: Sian D.

23rd-25th August: Bank Holiday Weekend at
Borth Hostel, Ceredigion.

The name of this 60 bed Edwardian house is Morlais, which translates
as ‘the voice of the sea’. You’ll understand why once you see its position overlooking Cardigan Bay just 20 metres from the beach. Enjoy
striking sunsets from the headland or walk on the dunes and four miles
of sandy beach. The Ynyslas and Ynys Hir nature reserves, Nant Yr
Arian Forestry Centre and the world renowned Centre for Alternative
Technology are all within reach by bicycle, public transport or car.
Cost: £11.95 pppn. Facilities: BBQ areas; Classroom; Common
room; Cycle store; Dining room; Drying room; Games room;
Internet access; Kitchen; Laundry; Lounge; Luggage stores; Porch;
Restaurant; Self-catering kitchen; Shop; T.V lounge.
Organised by: Enid L.
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F a vo u r i t e P l a c e s & G r a n t s G a l o r e

Peter Kingsbury’s Favourite Place—Dartmouth
We continue our series
of COG members
‘Favourite Places’ , Peter
Kingsbury explains why
the stunning hills river
and coastal scenery
around Dartmouth is his
favourite.

I was born and spent my childhood, like millions of others, in
the dreary outer suburbs of London. Whilst such places are supremely efficient in provide a
base for the lives of the armies
of ordinary people whose efforts
keep the engine room of the
economy of Britain’s largest city
fired up, Ilford and its like can not offer a young mind
much visual or historic stimulation.
However, I had one advantage over my friends. My
mother came from a very different sort of town in a infinitely more beautiful part of the world - Dartmouth in
Devon. There was therefore no debate over the destination for our annual summer holiday. Every August, carrying all our requirements for two weeks in several large
cases, my parents, brother and I made our way by tube to
Paddington for the train ride to South Devon to stay with
my grandmother in Dartmouth.

row random lanes of the town provide a delight to explore and as I got older my parents took me on longer
walks beyond the castle to the cliff paths overlooking
Start Bay. Today, this is one of the best sections of the
South West Coastal Path.

In more recent times, I have made several visits to Dartmouth with COG whilst staying at Maypool hostel
(recently rechristened River Dart YH). The hostel is two
miles upstream from the town on a hill overlooking the
river. The harbour stretches out below the hostel garden
like a unrolled magic rug. I was relieved when Maypool
did not appear on the recent closure list, especially as
closure was threatened ten years ago. If you don’t know
Arrival by train is the best way to approach Dartmouth
(still possible today on the steam railway from Paignton). this corner of Devon, visit River Dart hostel and, of
As you round the final curve, the panorama of this historic course visit Dartmouth.
port cradled between the verdant hills comes into view.
The harbour is impossibly full of boats yet ferries pass to Since Dartmouth awakened the eyes of an inquisitive
young child to the delights of the world beyond suburbia,
and fro across the water weaving a path between all the
I have been fortunate to travel extensively throughout the
craft. And a glance down river gives a glimpse of the
world, yet Dartmouth remains a special place with a
open sea past the castle guarding the river mouth.
unique character. To walk along the river side with the
gentle chugging of the boats echoing in your ears, the
Compared to inter war suburbia, Dartmouth was literally
tang of salty water in your nostrils, a clotted cream ice
three dimensional. I had never seen such hills and the
cream in hand and exquisite scenery all around all
steep climb from the river up to my grandmother’s home
around is one of life’s great pleasures. I am privileged to
with the ever changing view as height was gained, prohave this as one of my earliest memories.
vided a basis for a life long love of hill walking. The nar-

GRANTS GALORE!

COG have received two grants over the last few months. The first was from Awards for All Wales for £1,500 so COG
can go digital and buy a laptop and projector for Tuesday night presentations. This means the familiar ‘clunks’ and
the autofocus palaver each time a slide is changed will be a thing of the past. In a couple of years we’ll be saying ‘I
remember when we had those fidly plastic framed things, what were they called? Ah, slides yes…...!’.
The other grant was for £987 from Monmouthshire County Council. This was to put a quarter page advert in the
March issue of ’Trail’ magazine, the biggest selling outdoor magazine in the UK with a circulation of over 40,000.
From the questionnaire we had in our brochure for the event out of 350 pre-entries 30 said they saw about the event
in ’Trail’. I don’t think Alan Sugar will be coming in the near future for some marketing advice!
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Quiz & Three Peaks Trial
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WIN
£10!

THE QUIZ—IT’S A ROLLOVER!

IT’S A ROLLOVER! COG Quiz King Kevin Ham’s quiz question goes to
a second phase after no correct answers were received. The prize is
now £10 for the person who can solve the riddle below. If no one gives
the correct answer to Kevin by 30th June then the prize money will ‘rollover’ again to the next issue of ‘The View’.

‘Because I was on the walk 27 February (now that’s a rare event) I was not on the summit of
Pen y Fan for what was for some the longest day, but was for me the shortest day not just of
the year but of my life. Nevertheless, I did get to see, the river river, the return of the king; and a matter of death and life.’

Kevin comments: “Nobody has responded to the challenge to put a meaning to these statements. Which I have reordered. So I will give you this. It’s all about a journey. So tell me
The why, when, the how, and the where.
What I did on the jaunt and what I did there.
I have tried to make the answers google proof but one is most definitely not so protected.

Firstly, a lot of thank you’s are needed to all those COG members who helped
out on the Three Peaks Trial. A really tremendous effort by all ensured 455
were counted out, 455 were counted safely back. The weather was the worst I
can remember and I've been involved since 1991.
Thanks to those on the COG 3PT sub-committee—Andy P. (organising helpers
before the event and on the day as well as the checking in of walkers), Enid L.
(publicity, envelope stuffing etc.), Julian L. and Bob N. (radios), Jane O.
(accounts), Martyn (booking in the pre-entries, sending out Registraion information, etc.) and Malcolm J.
Thanks to COG members helping on the day—Thanks to Bob N. and Bob G. for managing the radio and mobile phone
information coming to the hut and going out to the checkpoints. Thanks to all those who endured the poor weather conditions on the checkpoints—Gary B., Andy M., Clive C., Owen, Viv, Jane O., Lyndon, Lawrence, Quentin, Catherine H,
Enid L. Thanks to Kevin, Sian, Katherine T., Dorothy and Rhona for giving out the refreshments in the kitchen and making the soup (rumour has it the soup could be up for a Mitchelin Star!). Thanks to Gill, Brian, Rhona and Lyndon for collecting drop outs, water containers etc. as well as manning the crossing point to get people over the busy A465 safely).
Thanks to the Sweepers (Malcom, Bob H., Roger, Catherine, Steve and Claire. Thanks to Wayne and Stella for issuing
all the certificates and checking off the drop outs. For stats fans they’ll be in the next issue of ‘The View’.
The poor weather has highlighted a number of issues (eg. 2 shifts on mountain top checkpoints. The cold was getting
to both Andy and Gary on Blorenge by 4pm so 5 to 6 hours should be the maximum; fluorescent jackets and overtrousers should be purchased for the marshalls on mountain tops; checkpoint cut off times; waterproof method of checkpoint
sheets). Its planned to discuss these and other issues raised at the Three Peaks Trial Debrief, Thursday 27th April ,
7.30pm in either the ground floor or first floor (whichever is the quieter) of bar ‘One’ in the Millenium Centre. All are welcome to attend the debrief.
Looking through the 150 completed questionnaires for Monmouthshire County Council, in the question 'Did the event meet
your expecations' entrants were asked to answer Yes/No/
Exceeded. There were some 'Exceeded' (amazing considering
the weather conditions) and all the rest were 'Yes'. So 0% for
unhappy entrants is a pretty good result for Team COG!
Thanks again for your brilliant effort,

IF YOU HAVE ANY PHOTOS, ARTICLES,
LETTERS, ETC. THAT COULD BE USED
IN FUTURE ‘VIEWS’ THEN PLEASE
EMAIL THEM TO
ch-lewis@cardiff32.freeserve.co.uk

Chris L.
The View is published by Cardiff Outdoor Group 13 Gelligaer Gardens, Cathays, Cardiff, CF24 4LT.
Website: http://www.bigfoot.com/~c.o.g
E-mail: c.o.g@bigfoot.com
Photographs, including those in The View may be used on the COG website. Any member not wishing to appear should tell the editor.
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